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Introduction

� A basic theme: overlapping regime changes

� Implications: some good and some not so good

� How might public policy respond: joint problems and joint 
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� How might public policy respond: joint problems and joint 
solutions?



Introduction

� A sub-theme: model uncertainty and parameter uncertainty

� Interactions and non-linearities

� Be modest about what we know
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� Be modest about what we know



A. Key stylised facts

� Indicators of economic performance: some better and 
some worse

� Indicators of regime changes: the financial sphere and the 
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� Indicators of regime changes: the financial sphere and the 
monetary sphere



Economic performance (1)
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Economic performance (2)
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Economic performance (3)
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Economic performance (4)
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Changes in the financial regime

� Liberalisation and competition

� Lower “rents”

� More credit and more diversified credit sources
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� More credit and more diversified credit sources



Changes in the monetary regime

� Commitment to price stability

� Polar exchange rate regimes

� “Independent” central banks
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� “Independent” central banks



B. Alternative explanations of economic 
performance

� A more “orthodox” interpretation

� A less “orthodox” interpretation

� Some links to the academic literature
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� Some links to the academic literature



A more “orthodox” interpretation

� Good news as expected

� Bad news only temporary

� More financial stability not less over time
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� More financial stability not less over time



A less “orthodox” interpretation

� More “elasticity” means longer expansions

� But potentially growing imbalances

� And eventually a snap-back
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� And eventually a snap-back



Less orthodox: the role of the financial regime

� Liberalised financial systems are procyclical

� And have other downsides

� With predictable effects on banking crises
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� With predictable effects on banking crises



Indicators of banking stress
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Less orthdox: the role of the monetary regime

� With low CPI inflation, no need to tighten policy

� How “booms” foster low inflation

� How “credibility” does the same
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� How “credibility” does the same



Some links to the history of economic thought

� Similar to pre World War II literature emphasising 
cumulative processes

� Different from current paradigm emphasising sequences of 
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� Different from current paradigm emphasising sequences of 
shocks

� A different “financial accelerator” than Bernanke-Gertler



Investors’ attitude towards risk and liquidity
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Some links to economic history

� Historical examples of financial imbalances at low inflation

– The US in the 1920s

– Japan in the 1980s
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– Japan in the 1980s

– South-East Asia in the 1990s

� Recent upswing and downswing in the US also unusual



Low and stable inflation and financial 
instability: selected episodes
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C. Policy implications

� Of the “more orthodox” interpretation

� Of the “less orthodox” interpretation

� Preventing crises calls for joint solutions?
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� Preventing crises calls for joint solutions?



Implications for prudential policy

� Make efforts to strengthen the financial system

� Limitations to this approach: culture, markets, non-financial 
balance sheets
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balance sheets

� The need for another pillar?



Implications for monetary policy

� Should monetary policy lean against “excesses”?

� Arguments for and against

� Would a pre-emptive policy be consistent with inflation 
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� Would a pre-emptive policy be consistent with inflation 
targetting?



Arguments against pre-emptive monetary policy

� “Bubbles” are hard to identify ex ante

� Required interest rate increases disruptively large

� Hard to sell with inflation low
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� Hard to sell with inflation low



Arguments for pre-emptive monetary policy

� The issue is imbalances not bursting bubbles

� With time, indicators of financial crises will improve

� With time, public attitudes can be changed
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� With time, public attitudes can be changed



Can pre-emptive monetary policy be reconciled 
with inflation targetting?

� Need for a longer policy horizon

� Need for more emphasis on avoiding very bad outcomes

� Need for greater policy symmetry in upswings and 
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� Need for greater policy symmetry in upswings and 
downswings



Conclusions

� Prudential and monetary overseers must cooperate
� Both should focus more on “macroprudential issues”
� Financial imbalances should be at the core of our analysis 
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� Financial imbalances should be at the core of our analysis 
of cycles

� Monetary authorities should sometimes tighten even when 
inflation is low



Conclusions

� But, in the spirit of modesty about what we know...

� …MORE RESEARCH IS NEEDED!
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